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IGGP-DAGV boards hold joint meeting
The boards of the International German Genealogy Partnership (IGGP) and Germany’s Deutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft genealogischer Verbände e. V. (DAGV) met jointly
for the first time last month to discuss shared interests.
The DAGV was one of the founding organizations of
IGGP back in 2015. It is a partner representing more than
70 organizations involved in German genealogy.
The joint session allowed both boards to meet each other
— although individual members have worked together
before — and to talk about efforts to work more closely
on behalf of the more than 100 organizations that participate in the partnership.
Language, happily, was not an issue as members of both
boards are multi-lingual and quick side translations kept
the conversation moving.
IGGP President Ingeborg Carpenter and DAGV Vorsitzender (and IGGP 2nd vice president) Dirk Weissleder
reminded the board that IGGP has been very successful
for such a young organization. But that we want to tackle
some concerns that have lingered since its founding.

shown us that working virtually can be done. The challenge, as we heard, is that high-speed Internet is not as
prevalent in Germany as in other locations.
The boards agreed that sharing partner newsletters and
getting them to individual society members will help
bridge the gap. And encouraging partners to reach out directly to other societies to work on joint projects is another way to get to know each other. (See page 4 for the first
of these “partner wanted” calls to action.)
On several specific topics:
It’s clear that the IGGP can help German partners with
their research goals, just as much as Germans assist those
in other countries. Many Germans are seeking to connect
with descendants in other countries because they can extend the family history for those who emigrated, while the
Germans have the stories of our common ancestors in the
“heimat.” We actually are seeking answers to the same
questions, just in different directions.
•

The 72nd Deutsche Genealogentag will take place
(unless covid requires otherwise) 2-4 September in Tapfheim, Bavaria. A partial hybrid conference will be ofOne of those was the reminder that the IGGP works on
behalf of organizations, not individuals. A second point is fered, thanks to high-speed Internet that will soon be
available. Flyer.
that the mission of IGGP is not clearly understood by
many societies in Germany.

•

Future IGGP conferences should include an in-person
In both cases, the message needs to be that the IGGP ex- option as well as virtual. We’ve seen that virtual can work
ists to support partner societies in their own efforts to pro- to our benefit in numerous ways. But there is no substitute
for the travel and relationships that grow from being tovide value to their members.
gether “in real life.” The boards did some brainstorming
The pandemic, for all the difficulty it has caused, has also on how to make conferences truly international in scope.
•
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The specific purposes of IGGP are to:
• Create an international Partnership of
organizations and groups interested in
genealogy and family history as it relates to German-speaking ancestors;
• Support each Partner in its efforts to
fulfill its purpose and reach its goals;
• Promote each Partner’s events and
organization within the Partnership
and to others;
• Encourage reciprocal networking
among Partners and their members;
• Facilitate research assistance between
Partners and their members;
• Collect and share German genealogical
knowledge, references, resources, and
information;
• Encourage public access to and preservation of records of German genealogical value;
• Promote ethical standards in German
genealogical research and practices;
• Marshal the resources of IGGP and its
Partners to accomplish goals and objectives deemed to be in the best interest of the international German genealogical community.
Read our bylaws
Board | 2022
President: Ingeborg Carpenter
1st Vice President: Kent Cutkomp
2nd Vice President: Dirk Weissleder
Secretary: Edie Adam
Treasurer: John Schulte
•
•
•
•
•
•

At-large directors
André Hammann, Brazil
Barbara Schmidt, Germany
Eric Kopittke, Australia
Kenneth W. Heger, USA
Timo Kracke, Germany
Garry Finkell, USA

The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society has resurfaced an
older but still useful article on immigration to New York port. It explains
the difference between Castle Garden
and Ellis Island, looks at New York
immigration records by time period
and provides other details to clarify
your research. Article.
❖

groundhogs took center stage.
❖
Die Website „Maryke Bruiszate“
wendet sich an alle Ahnenforscher,
die Vorfahren in „Preußisch Litauen“
suchen. Präsentiert werden in erster
Linie Abschriften von Kirchenregistern aus dem ehemaligen Kreis Niederung, aber auch aus sonstigen
Kreisen beiderseits der Memel sind

Depending on which
groundhog you believe, a
longer winter or early
spring were both predicted on Feb. 2 in the USA,
“Groundhog Day.” But
whichever turns out to be
true, this is another tradition that is connected
with Germans!
The Mennonite Heritage
Archives and the German
-American Heritage Mu- Maybe the groundhog predicted six more weeks of winter,
seum connect this tradi- which makes this post from partner Mid-Atlantic Germanic
Society charming. Many companies produced picture
tion to “Lichtmass,” or cards to include in their product packages, hoping to enCandlemas, one of the
courage people to buy the product to collect the cards and
oldest observances of the possibly trade them. This winter scene was one of a series
Christian faith. The Feb. from the Liebig Fleisch Extract Company. Facebook post.
2 date corresponds to 40
days since the birth of Jesus and cele- manche Orte vertreten. Am besten:
brates the presentation of Jesus at the Einfach mal nachschauen, was es da
im Einzelnen so alles gibt. Website.
Temple by Mary and Joseph (Luke
2:22). But this feast day also had been
❖
associated with weather forecasts.
Gustavo Henrique de Almeida
Germans drew on the power of animals to predict the weather. “For as
the sun shines on Candlemas Day, so
far will the snow swirl in May,” the
Germans prophesied. Hedgehogs
were the animals of choice to forecast
the length of winter in Europe, but
when German settlers arrived in the
US, there were no hedgehogs. So

Pedroso blogs in Portuguese about
emigration to South America. In this
post, he writes about Registros de
embarque em Bremen (boarding records in Bremen) and an index he has
created for ships to Brazil in the
1907to 1945 lists, as well as the 1907
(Continued on page 9)
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Recordings from the 2021
virtual IGGP conference still
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60 bonus sessions
OnDemand — is available
from Playback IGGP.
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‘Palatines to America’ collection donated by Jones
Henry Z “Hank” Jones, a recipient of
the IGGP’s Shirley Riemer Lifetime
Achievement Award, has donated his
library — hundreds of books along
with periodicals, pamphlets and personal notes —to partner society Palatines to America.
After a career as an actor and singer,
Hank turned to his passion for genealogy and specifically the “Palatines”
who left the Rhineland in the 18th
century. The results of his work are
found in multiple, award-winning
publications.
Those include the two-volume Palatine Families of New York, which fully documents all 847 Palatine families
that came to colonial New York from
Germany in 1710.
The collection will be held in Germantown, New York, where Tom
Shannon is the town historian. He
provided the following information
about what is held in the collection.
The primary subject areas are:
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

East and West Camp. These are
the original settlements on the
Hudson River and are now Germantown and Saugerties. In 1710,
roughly 2,500 people arrived from
the Rhineland at these settlements. Thousands more followed
in subsequent years.
Columbia and Dutchess county
history. These were the primary
counties of settlement.
Irish Palatines
Mohawk Valley and Schoharie
Valley settlements
Palatines in the Carolinas, a complete 7-volume set of the Beekman Patent settlers
A full shelf of Arthur Kelley’s
books containing church records
of the Loyalist Palatines who went
to Canada
German atlases

Photos by Thomas Shannon and Garry Finkell

The Hank Jones collection begins to fill shelves in Germantown, New York. collection was driven cross-country by Tom
Shannon from San Diego, Calif. Volunteers have begun to
catalogue the thousands of donated publications.
•
•

Numerous family-specific published genealogies
Decades’ worth of genealogical
quarterly publications

teers have begun the task of cataloging the collection.
In a related note, IGGP board member
Garry Finkell highlights a U.S. television program, one of whose guests
turned out to descend from one of
those early Palatine emigrants. Video
(where viewing is allowed).

“I doubt any one institution in any of
these areas has a comparable amount
of material regarding all of the Palatine settlement areas. The real opportunity here is that we now have a col❖
lection that spans the entire subject to
a degree that I don’t believe any other We introduce a new “Partner Share”
in this newsletter. See page 4 for our
collection does,” Tom says.
“Partner Wanted,” in which we publiHank’s own books focus on emigrants cize calls for joint projects on specific
from the Rhineland in the 18th centu- topics. The idea is to connect partner
ry, especially those who settled in the organizations or others with common
British colony of New York (now
interests to advance research together.
New York State) and in Ireland. He
This month we have three requests
also covers immigration to New Jerfrom Germany.
sey, Pennsylvania, and the Carolinas
❖
to a lesser extent.
The British and Americans of the time Partner organization Roland zu Dortmund invites all genealogists who are
referred to all these Rheinlanders as
“Palatines.” In reality they came from able to communicate in German to its
online Zoom meetings on the second
the Rheinland, the Pfalz, Hessen,
Tuesday and the fourth Friday of the
Saarland, Baden and Württemberg.

Tom and a team of part-time volun-
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Do you have an idea for a research project, and all
you need is a partner? This is the place to find one!
IGGP will post your request and help connect our
partners, and others, in the cause of German genealogy research. Here are three ideas to start us off.

Does your society, or a group in your region, do research on emigrants from

research the original settlers. (Four of them
were among the first people to protest slav-

East or West Prussia? The Verein für
Familienforschung in Ost- und Westpreußen e.V. in Germany, which focuses on

ery in America in 1688, and some of them
were directly related to William Penn, the
founder of Pennsylvania.)

the former East and West Prussia, is looking for partners to initiate a very close cooperation. If you can help, email Freya Ro-

Perhaps we could create a prototype for
"First Settler" journeys to other places in

san (freya.rosan@ewetel.net).
In 2023, we mark
the 340th anniversary of the first German settlers to
America. They

the world. If you or your society has information about those who arrived on the
Concord, or is interested in helping to
launch this project, contact Sebastian
Gansauer (sebastian.gansauer@gmx.de).
Does your organization, or a group in
your area, do research on emigrants
from Bremen and the region around it?
Not those who passed through Bremen

sailed on the ship
Concord in 1683
for Philadelphia.
Many of the original
13 families were
from Kleve, home to the DAGV society MOSAIK - Familienkundliche Vereinigung für
das Klever Land e.V.
The hope in Germany is to find those in the
U.S. interested in creating something that
might be called "First Settlers Journey” to

harbor on their way elsewhere, but those
who actually lived in Bremen? Die Maus,
the Gesellschaft für Familienforschung e.V.
Bremen, hopes to find partners to discuss
joint research efforts. If you can help, contact Freya Rosan (freya.rosan@ewetel.net).

If you are looking for help with a research idea,

email details to info@iggp.org to have it posted.
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month. After the official part of its meetings, the Roland
always invites everybody to stay in the Zoom meeting
room to join the Virtual Roland Cafe, to make contacts
and to discuss genealogical and non-genealogical topics in
a familiar, warm and cozy atmosphere with open end!
And “Open End” means just that! Recently, it was so cozy
and interesting that the last friends of genealogy left the
virtual Roland Cafe after 13 hours!
The virtual Roland Cafe is a great place to make international contacts to other genealogists from all over the
world. So keep your eyes open for the next invitation to
an online meeting of the Roland zu Dortmund for the link
to join the Zoom meeting. Even if you are not interested
in the main topic of the meeting you are welcome to join
at 9 p.m. CET, 21 Uhr MEZ, to the virtual Roland Cafe!
— Georg Palmüller
Note: check the IGGP events page for meeting posts. And
see page 8 for an introduction to the Online German Genealogy Calendar managed by Georg and Nancy Myers.
❖
The German Interest Group of the Rogue Valley Genealogical Society has begun contacting special interest
groups at other genealogy societies, hoping to share
knowledge, presentations (expertise), and expand
“interest” in the interest groups and the society.
Mary Robsman attended a recent meeting of the German
Special Interest Group of the Genealogical Forum of Oregon. Mary obtained the IGGP partner representative’s
name on the website and emailed her for the Zoom link. In
the past year, the Rogue Valley GIG benefitted from nonmembers who joined its virtual meetings from states such
as Missouri and Minnesota, and from Germany.
Mary’s note is a good reminder that IGGP’s mission is to
connect those researching German-speaking ancestors,
and participating in each other’s virtual meetings when
allowed is a good way to learn and share. See the listing
of the 2022 partner representatives (login required) and
start making your connections!

Rest in peace: Irmtraud Tiemann
The IGGP has learned of the death of Irmtraud Tiemann
on Dec. 31, 2021, at age 68.
She was the chairwoman of the Arbeitskreis Familienforschung Osnabrück e.V. (OSFA) in Osnabrück, Germany, since 2014 and an enthusiastic participant in
IGGP partner calls and activities. Most recently, she
was involved with the record translation sessions at the
IGGP virtual conference last July.
OSFA wrote that among her accomplishments was her
leadership for the Deutscher Genealogentag 2018 in
Melle; it was a great success due to her active and energetic support, OSFA wrote.
On behalf of DAGV, Dirk Weissleder called Irmtraud
one of the most wonderful colleagues imaginable: always calm and focused on the success of the common
cause. International exchange was a matter close to her
heart, which is why she was involved with the IGGP.
Her family thanked those who sent messages of condolence. It was, and is, comforting to know how much
Irmtraud meant to others, they wrote. Anzeigen.
tains the family book The inhabitants of the old town of
Wallerfangen before 1687, which has been out of print for
a long time.
All files on the CDs are in German. Both cost 15 euros
each plus shipping costs. Send orders to the publisher via
heimatkunde@vfh-saarlouis.de.
Die Vereinigung für die Heimatkunde im Landkreis Saarlouis e.V. hat zwei neue CDs herausgebracht. Die eine
heißt „Paris XIX“ und beinhaltet die Heiraten und Sterbefälle 1860-1870 sowie die Geburten von 1860-1865 —
das sind rund 14100 Personen — aus der Großregion Saar
-Lor-Lux und angrenzenden Gebieten. Die andere CD —
Nr. 22 — enthält das lange vergriffene Familienbuch „Die
Einwohner der alten Stadt Wallerfangen vor 1687“.
Beide kosten jeweils 15 Euro plus Versandkosten. Bestellungen bitte nicht an mich, sondern an die Herausgeberin
via heimatkunde@vfh-saarlouis.de.
— Roland Geiger

❖
The Vereinigung für die Heimatkunde im Landkreis
Saarlouis [Association for Local Lore in the District of
Saarlouis], located in Saarlouis, Saarland, Germany, has
released two new CDs. One is called “Paris XIX” and includes the marriages and deaths from 1860-1870 as well
as the births from 1860-1865 — around 14,100 people —
from the greater region of Saarland-Lorraine-Luxembourg
and neighboring areas. The other CD — No. 22 — con-

❖
Von Familia Austria: Unser großes Gemeinschaftsprojekt
Erfassung der österr.-ungarischen Verlustlisten 1. Weltkrieg steht inzwischen bei 2.681.000 Datensätzen. Nur
mehr 7 (der 720 Hefte) mit ca. 15.000 Datensätzen sind zu
erledigen. Am Projekt sind folgende Vereine und Institutionen beteiligt (in alphabetischer Reihenfolge):

SUBSCRIBE TO RECEIVE UPDATES VIA EMAIL FROM THE IGGP
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Connections return heirloom to original family
The Larimer County Genealogical
Society’s German Study Group
(GSG) held an Octoberfest German
Pot Luck last fall during which Cathy
England shared that she had purchased a German prayer book at a
yard sale in Windsor more 20 years
ago. She thought it had probably belonged to the Jacoby family and asked
for suggestions on how to find someone who might appreciate having it.
The group came up with several suggestions, and copies of the family information on the inside pages of the
book were made and distributed to a
few interested GSG members.

was contacted. She wrote: “I will ask
our Newsletter Editor to put this in
our newsletter. The Jacoby family was
from Denhoff or Doenhof in the Volga
colonies. There were quite a few families from there who settled in Windsor. We have an archive in the CSU
Morgan Library in the Sidney Heitman Germans from Russia Center for
our chapter. They have climate- controlled storage and professional archivists there. The prayer book deserves to be preserved there if we
can’t find someone in the family who
wants it.”

A couple of promising leads developed from the newsletter article but
One member recalled a Jacoby family
turned out to be the wrong family.
had owned land near the present-day
Then we received an email from Judy:
King Soopers Market in Windsor. A
“I am a member of the Northern Colcouple local leads were identified, but
orado Chapter of the American Hiswhen Cathy attempted to contact them
torical Society of Germans from Russhe learned they had moved.
sia. A recent article in the newsletter
In our effort to get out the word, the
mentioned you had a prayer book listleader of the local American Histori- ing Jacob Jacoby’s name and that his
cal Society of Germans to America
step-brother was George Brug, Sr. of
•

(Continued from page 5)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arbeitskreis donauschwäbischer Familienforscher e. V.
Arbeitskreis ungarndeutscher Familienforscher e. V.
Familia Austria
Kroatisches Staatsarchiv (Hrvatski državni arhiv)
Oberösterreichische Landesbibliothek
Verein für Computergenealogie (CompGen)
Vereinigung Sudetendeutscher Familienforscher

Die Übersichten, welche Hefte bereits erfaßt sind, sind
aktualisiert. Alle anderen sind eingeladen, ebenfalls
mitzuarbeiten. Hier geht es zum Einstieg zum Projekt.
Hier geht es zur Datenbank, die Tag für Tag um hunderte
Datensätze anwächst.

•
•
•
•
•

Windsor. George Brug is my greatgrandfather! I would be interested in
talking with you about the book.
There are other Jacobys in Windsor,
but as noted, he only had an adopted
daughter, and I don’t believe Jacob
was related to the other Jacobys in
Windsor. Although I should say, they
probably were related if you trace
them all back to Russia!

Cathy was given the contact information for Judy, and the two met in
mid-December. She was most impressed with Judy and her excitement
about the book and happily turned
over the book to her. Judy had talked
with her mother about the book and
was anxious to show her.
After 20 years, this family heirloom
finally found a home with a relative of
the original owner but only through
the persistence of Cathy and her fellow German Study Group members.
Truly, a “feel good” story!
— Del Richhart

Arbeitskreis ungarndeutscher Familienforscher e. V.
Familia Austria
Kroatisches Staatsarchiv (Hrvatski državni arhiv)
Oberösterreichische Landesbibliothek
Verein für Computergenealogie (CompGen)
Vereinigung Sudetendeutscher Familienforscher

The overviews, showing which notebooks are already registered, are updated. All others are invited to participate as
well. Click here to get started with the project. Click here for
the database, which grows by hundreds of records every day.

— Elisabeth Brunner, Dr. Peter Haas, Günter Ofner,
Dr. Alexander Weber

From Familia Austria: Our joint project “Acquisition of
the Austrian-Hungarian Casualty Lists of World War I”
stands at 2,681,000 records. Only seven (of the 720 booklets) with about 15,000 records remain to be completed.

❖

GenealogiaRS in Brazil has launched a new book: Colonizadores do Rio Grande do Sul: 1863-1873 (Colonists in
Rio Grande do Sul:1863-1873) that provides information
about the immigrants who arrived in RS-Brazil from 1863
The following associations and institutions are involved in to 1873; about 90% were German-speaking immigrants.
Since Germany (or German Empire) also was becoming
the project (in alphabetical order):
unified in that decade, there is an article highlighting this
•
Arbeitskreis donauschwäbischer Familienforscher e. V.
(Continued on page 7)
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history. In fact, the book was launched to coincide with
the 150th anniversary of a unified Germany (1871-2021).
This book is also a contribution to 200 years of German
emigration to Brazil, which will be celebrated in 2024.
The book is mostly written in Portuguese, but there are
instructions explaining how to read immigrant data
in English or Deutsch.
View the multi-page flyer for details giving an overview
about the book and how to get it (PDF/hardcopy). It also
has the Surnames index; search using CRTL+F.
❖

Netzwerkräume für den persönlichen Austausch untereinander zur Verfügung.
Als Themenblöcke sind unter anderem so spannende
Themen wie DNA Genealogie, Genealogie für Kinder und
Jugendliche, Forschungsergebnisse, Forschungsmethoden
und eine genealogische Reise rund um die Welt geplant –
und vieles mehr.
Sämtliche Informationen sowie den Link zum Ticketshop
finden Sie unter https://genealogica.online.
— Barbara Schmidt

Note: Barbara is a co-organizer of Genealogica and a
— André Hammann member of the IGGP board. IGGP is a sponsor of the
event and several partner organizations will participate.

The German-American Heritage Foundation and Museum has been showcasing items from its collection as its
“Wow of the Month.” The first Wow for 2022 is a 250year-old German Bible that once belonged to a German
immigrant family. It’s a heavy, leather-bound folio —
with the Old and New Testament along with numerous
copperplate illustrations — that was printed in Nuremberg
in 1770 by Johann Andreas Endter’s publishing house.
Founded by Georg Endter the Older (1562-1630), the family enterprise printed high-quality copies of Martin Luther’s Bible translation from 1613 to 1792 along with popular calendars, medical and legal texts, and travel reports.
Follow GAHM on Facebook to see earlier “wows.”

❖
Einladung zu einer Umfrage: Die Computer GenealogieRedaktion lädt ein zu einer Umfrage. Es geht um den genealogischen Nachlass; aber auch um den Vorlass, also
die Weitergabe von Dokumenten und Daten zu Lebzeiten.
Die Redaktion hat sich schon vor einigen Jahren mit dem
Thema beschäftigt und ist gespannt, ob sich seither etwas
verändert hat. Denn es gilt, die Früchte jahrzehntelanger
genealogischer Forschung für nachfolgende Generationen
zu bewahren! Die Umfrage ist anonym. Link: https://cgnachlassumfrage.questionpro.eu. Rückfragen dazu erreichen die Redaktion.
Invitation to a survey: The Computer Genealogy editorial
office invites you to participate in a survey about the passing on of documents and data during one’s lifetime. The
editorial staff has already dealt with the topic some years
ago and is curious whether something has changed since
then. After all, it is important to preserve the fruits of decades of genealogical research for future generations! The
survey is anonymous. Link. Questions may be emailed to
the editors.
By the way, blogger Marion B. Wood has written a book,
Planning a Future for Your Family’s Past, to tackle the
subject of what happens to your research material when
you are done. She also presents a program on the topic.
❖

❖
Am 1. April bis zum 03. April öffnen sich zum zweiten
Mal die Tore zur Genealogica. Erwartet die Besucher und
Besucherinnen nicht nur ein spannendes und
abwechslungsreiches Vortragsprogramm sondern auch
eine Messehalle voller interessanter Aussteller – alle mit
Bezug zur (Familien-)Geschichte.
Zusätzlich zu Vorträgen und der Ausstellung stehen den
Teilnehmerinnen und Teilnehmern an den drei Tagen

Normally, events are saved for the IGGP website and Facebook page to keep them timely. But just a couple notes
on upcoming partner organization plans:
•

Registration has opened for the Palatines to America
national conference this summer in Denver. As we
heard at a recent partner call, PALAM is planning an
in-person event and will feature one of our German
colleagues, Dr. Wolfgang Grams, as a speaker. Flyer.
(Continued on page 8)
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IGGP is pleased to offer access to the Online German Genealogy Calendar, which is filled with personal, online and hybrid meetings
from many genealogical societies. Consider it the TV program for genealogists! Created and managed by Georg Palmüller and Nancy
Myers of the Ahnenforscher Stammtisch Unna, they have now shared the code so IGGP can display on our website also. Look for the
Genealogie Kalender link in the left-hand menu on iggp.org under Events ⚫ Meetings. You can search the list, select the time range to
view, subscribe to the feed, change your view (Pinboard, Agenda, Monthly) and toggle to full screen. Partner organizations and others
are welcome to use the self-service “Submit Event” to add your meeting to the calendar. Feel free to put a link to this calendar (http://
www.online-genealogie-kalender.de) on your own website. You can also embed this calendar into your own website using HTML code;
email Georg and Nancy at info@ahnenforscherstammtisch.de. IGGP will also continue to post your meetings and other activities to the
Events listing on iggp.org as well as our Facebook page. Just email details to info@iggp.org.

torical newsletters online.

(Continued from page 7)

•

The Genealogical Forum of Oregon, mentioned earlier in this column, has scheduled a virtual open house
with 23 free classes — including several specific to
German researchers — open to all. Flyer.

•

FEEFHS has changed tracks, switching its July 25-29
conference to a virtual event thanks to COVID uncertainty. It’s also put out its call for proposals. And take
a look at its newsletter for an article on German his-

The Partner Zeitung is edited by Edie Adam. Articles
may be sent to info@iggp.org.

•

Whew, we almost forgot
RootsTech 2022! Registration is now open for the
conference, March 3-5. As
with everything RootsTech,
the numbers are huge: more
than 1,500 sessions this
year, more than 1 million participants last year,
176,000 hours viewed, and entirely free and virtual.
Watch the video. And register here, where you can
also search speakers, programs and vendors.
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-1922 arrivals in Argentina and Uruguay, a total of about
20,000 names of immigrants. Check out other posts, including this about immigrant hostelries.
❖
Jan. 28, 2022 marked 70 years of diplomatic relations between Australia and the-then Federal Republic of Germany. The German Foreign Office says the relationship is
based on shared values and interests as well as human
connections: About 1 million Australians are estimated to
have German roots. Germans had been among the first immigrants to Australia in the early 19th century, and the first consulate was opened by Hamburg in 1840. Article.

Foto: Land NRW / Mark Hermenau

Prime Minister Hendrik Wüst of the German state of NordrheinWestfalen meets with U.S. Consul General Pauline Kao in January during which Wüst and Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf virtually
signed a declaration of partnership between the sister states.
The two states have a long relationship; the first German emigrants left Krefeld in 1683 and founded Germantown in Philadelphia (see page 4). The new partnership agreement calls for increased cooperation in the areas of education, culture, technology and science, and sports. Article (auf Deutsch).

❖

Hardy Kruger’s face may be more familiar than his name, but
as the New York Times noted on his death in January, the German actor became a Hollywood star after World War II portraying “the new, good German.” Kruger escaped execution for
cowardice as a teen soldier in the last months of the war, later
saying, “When brown dots far away shot at me, I shot back.
When the dots came closer, I couldn’t shoot anymore because I
saw the faces of human beings.” He sought a career as an actor
sie von Deutschen abstammen. Auch in der Schweiz weiss man
in post-war Britain, where he was not welcomed. But Kruger
nichts mehr über diese Vorfahren, die aus Armut nach Brasilien
did achieve Hollywood success in the 1960s and 1970s even
auswandern mussten. Watch the trailer.
while refusing to play Nazi war criminals. He was 93. Article.

❖

❖
To understand where you came from ... save your family history
is the advice offered by Barry Rueger in Canada’s Globe and
Mail. He recounts the loss of his mother to COVID and how
clearing her possessions showed him the additional loss of family stories she might have told had she been asked. “TikTok
will never replace Polaroid and Kodak for permanence, and a
Facebook post can’t possibly resonate the way a 5-by-7 inch
photograph does.” Column.

❖

The German Society of Pennsylvania has posted several
of its recent lectures on its YouTube channel. Included are
a panel discussion, “Reflecting on German Heritage in the
United States in the 21st Century” and a lecture by Dr.
Leroy Hopkins, “Uneasy Neighbors,” on the relationship
of Lancaster County’s German-speaking religious groups
to slavery and the county’s African population.
❖
The Germans from Russia community in the U.S. lost one

The Landesmuseum Zürich, in an in-person event, recently fea- of its best story tellers with the death of Robert Dambach
tured a film about Swiss emigrants to the colony of Dona Franin January. His “living legacy” is the series of awardcisca in Brazil, “Suíços Brasileiros, Uma História Esquecida.”
Viele ihrer heutigen Nachkommen dachten bis vor kurzem, dass winning documentaries produced for Prairie Public Tele-

Politisch gehört Büsingen am Hochrhein zu Deutschland,
wirtschaftlich aber zur Schweiz. Die Exklave am Rhein hat dadurch viele Sonderrechte, die das Leben dort ganz schon kompliziert machen. Deutsche Exklave in der Schweiz: Wie Büsingen mit seinem Sonderstatus kämpft. Video.

vision. They include “The Germans from Russia: Children
of the Steppe, Children of the Prairie,” (1999);
“Schmeckfest: Food Traditions of the Germans from Russia,” (2000), “Prairie Crosses, Prairie Roses: Iron Crosses
of the Great Plains” (2002), A Soulful Sound: Music of
the Germans from Russia” (2005), “Heaven Is Our Homeland” (2005); “We’ll Meet Again in Heaven” (2006), “It’s
All Earth and Sky” (2010), “At Home in Russia, At Home
on the Prairie” (2012), “We (Never) Don’t Forget: Germans from Russia in South America” (2015), “Gutes Essen: Good Eating in German-Russian Country” (2017),
and “Women Behind the Plow” (2019).
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You can view them by searching the Prairie Public TV
YouTube site. Read Bob Dambach’s obituary.
❖
The Max Kade Institute is seeking those who can read the
Old German script (Kurrent) and enjoy deciphering historic texts in order to join a new transcription group.
Modeled after a similar group at the German Society of
Pennsylvania, the group will gather once a week on Zoom
to transcribe documents from Kurrent to modern type. The
group will be led by historian Maria Sturm, and the documents come from the Max Kade Institute Archives.
The group will meet Fridays from noon to 1:30 p.m. Central Time starting March 11. Email Antje Petty to join and
receive more information.
Note that this is neither a workshop to learn how to read
Kurrent nor a translation group.
❖
If you’re investigating German emigrants to and from
Russia, three books now available may be of interest:

1950 U.S. Census: Ready, set ...
April 1, 2022 is the release date
for the 1950 U.S. Census — the
first that will capture the early
post-World War II emigrants.
Many organizations are scheduling presentations to get researchers ready, including the Partner
Zeitung of last summer; see page 6.
The Archives also now has centralized information
about the 1950 census on a new web page. Save
www.archives.gov/1950Census in your browser. You
can read the questions asked on the census, watch enumerator training videos, and learn more about what the
Archives is doing to expand access and involve users.
For the first time, NARA will also provide a first draft
of the name index and name search. The public will be
able to refine and enhance the names.
NARA will also make the entire 1950 Census dataset
available for bulk download to anyone who would like
to mine the data or create their own tools. Article.

Selz, Russia: Home Colony by William C. Sherman.
For thousands of Americans and Canadians who see
You might also want to join the Family Search commuthe name Selz in their genealogies, this book will fill
nity project around the 1950 Census. Both individuals
in details about the world their ancestors built and
and genealogy organizations are invited to participate
what happened to their relatives who stayed behind. It
to build the searchable index. Learn more.
has a list of the founding families of Selz and the
towns from which they immigrated in Germany and
Russell also posted some practical information on how to
Alsace, France. Purchase.
add those German special characters when using your
•
The German-Russians: In Words and Pictures by
computer. For example, to get a lower case “u” with an
Dr. William Bosch. This is a new book with a very
umlaut on Windows, type ALT+129. But you have to use
good introduction to the story
the number pad on your keyboard, NOT the regular numand images of the Germans from
ber keys. She links to instructions provided by Family
Russia, their history and culture.
Search for details and also suggests the typeit website,
The focus in Black Sea and Volwhich displays the characters so you can copy/paste.
ga Germans. Purchase.
❖
•
Gutes Essen, presented by PraiIGGP board member and archivist Ken Heger has a gift
rie Public Broadcasting and the
for finding what he calls “archival gems.” Recently he
Tri-County Tourism Alliance,
shared a 1938 document from the U.S. National Archives:
shows you how to eat well in the
“Archival Training in Prussia.”
German-Russian communities of
As Ken writes, it’s an old document that contains some
the U.S. Purchase.
good information, especially for folks trying to understand
❖
why some German records might be organized the way
You may be familiar with PERSI — the Periodical Source they are. He also points to the first footnote, which refers
Index — a free index to genealogy and local history peri- to an international conference of archivists (“we are a
odicals that’s been produced at the Genealogy Center of
wild bunch when we get together”) but also refers to the
the Allen County Public Library in Indiana for many
Historical Records Survey (HRS). The HRS was a part of
years. It’s now been refreshed and relaunched to make it
President Roosevelt’s New Deal recovery programs to
easier to use, writes Judy Russell, who blogs as The Legal provide work to white collar workers during the Great
Genealogist. Try it out here.
Depression. Read the document; it’s in English.
•
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